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sensor for use by our year 9 classes as a follow-up
to measuring the current through a lamp as it is
switched on.  In the second part of the experiment
they compare the current to the light intensity as
measured by a light-dependent resistor (LDR) in 
a voltage divider.  To avoid the confusion of a 
second circuit we built the light sensor boxes shown
in figure 2—this simple circuit is enclosed in a black
plastic box with the LDR exposed through a hole,
and a suitable lead carries the connections out to a
standard 8-pin DIN plug.  The circuit draws its rail
voltages from the Pasco interface and feeds back a
voltage to the ADC.  It can be interpreted by the
software as a voltage, or a calculation performed
on the input to turn it into a light level if some 
calibration is performed (figure 3).  These details
are irrelevant—what is important is that we were
able to make a class set of 12 (example shown in
figure 4) for less than the cost of one Pasco light

sensor.  A more sophisticated photodiode-based 
circuit could easily be built along the same lines.
We would recommend placing limiting resistors in
the power lines of any active circuit, in case a dying
IC short-circuits the rails or a circuit is badly wired
up.

Parts list
● LDR type: NORP12  RS order code 651-507
● ABS Box: RS order code 281-6942
● 8-way DIN plug connector RS order code 234-

4302
● 22k Resistor RS order code 131-413
● 4 core cable such as ‘Signal Cable’ RS order

code 365-571

K P Zetie and K D Apperley
St Paul’s School, Lonsdale Road, Barnes, 
London SW13 9JT, UK

U S I N G  I C T

Having had a data projector and whiteboard in my
lab for the last year, one of the things I’ve found
myself making most use of is animations.  Some

are standard Java applets from the web, some are
Modellus1 models (standard and home-made) and
some are Excel-based.

Animations in Excel

1Modellus is freely available from http://phoenix.sce.fct.unl.pt/modellus

Figure 3. A typical graph of current and light
level captured by the device as a 6 V bulb
switches on. Notice the fast response indicated by
picking up stray fluorescent light at 100 Hz. The
response was checked against a photodiode and
found to be no different in this application.

Figure 4. The light sensor, next to a normal MES
bulb and holder.
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Excel is very well suited to plotting graphs with
a very large number of points (such as a smooth
wave) or graphs of complex mathematical func-
tions—these are things Modellus does poorly. Hence
I have used Excel for demonstrations of travelling
and standing waves, AM and FM modulation, 
digitization and sampling.  The key to these demon-
strations is that Excel automatically replots a graph
when a dependent cell is changed. If a graph of
standing and travelling waves is produced from data
which points to a single cell containing the time,
then as the time is updated the waves will appear to
move.  But how to update the time smoothly and
quickly?  One way is to write a brief Visual Basic
macro, but there is a simpler way.

First open a spreadsheet and select the View menu,
then Toolbars and select the Control Toolbox (fig-
ure 1).  From the control toolbox on the screen click
the Spin Button (this looks like an upwards and
downwards arrow).  Click on the spreadsheet and
the button appears.  Right click the button on the
spreadsheet and select properties.  Now change the
values of LinkedCell (the cell containing the time
variable for example), Min and Max.  Now click
the Design Mode button (it looks like a set square
and ruler).   Now when you click on the spin but-
ton it should operate, increasing or decreasing the
time.  Holding down one arrow will speed through
the allowed values quickly enough to animate a
graph smoothly.

One drawback is that this method can only
increase the time by an integer amount—so if you
want to step by a smaller unit you need the time
variable to be equal to the linked cell divided by
some fixed value.  For example, have the linked cell
as A1 and able to vary from 0 to 100000, and make
B1 contain a calculation “=A1/20”.  Make your 
calculations point to B1.  Now B1 steps by 0.05
each time A1 increases by 1.

If you don’t get any animation, check under Tools
then Options.  On the Calculate tab is an option for
Automatic Recalculation—make sure that it is
ticked.

K P Zetie
St Paul’s School, Lonsdale Road, Barnes, London
SW13 9JT, UK

Figure 1. The Control Toolbox in Excel.

E X P E R I M E N T S

Using infrared emitting diodes
Infrared emitting diodes (IREDs) have found many
applications in remote control systems, security
units and telecommunication networks in the past
ten years. They are cheap and durable and the IR
they emit can easily be detected with cheap web-
cams and other digital cameras.  Using accessories
readily available in school laboratories,  we have
developed some interesting experiments that are
suitable for use by teachers in demonstration halls,
and by students as group experiments and project

investigations.

Basic circuits
Emission. The IREDs described here emit infrared
at a wavelength of 0.97 µm1 and typically operate
at 1.5 V (figure 1(a)). 
Detection. A photodiode or a phototransistor can
be used as a sensor (figure 1(b)) in exactly the same
way as they are used for detecting visible light [1].
Infrared may also be detected by charged coupled

1 The IRED model we use is ID-NR-3736, manufactured by Telefunken.  Matched pairs of IREDs and detectors are available in
most electronics component shops. In the UK, the high power IRED 7H70M from Maplin Electronics, PO Box 777, Wombwell,
S73 0ZR is a good source. Maplin has a number of overseas distributors.


